Influenza Vaccinations by Season for All Ages (6+ months)

The Single Season tab shows influenza vaccination coverage estimates for multiple Ages and Race/Ethnicity Dimensions. Select one Vaccine, one Geography, one Season and one or more Age and Race/Ethnicity Dimensions to view coverage estimates.

When selecting Vaccines:
• The Influenza A (H1N1) 2009 Monovalent and Any Influenza Vaccination, Seasonal or H1N1 vaccines are only available for the 2009-10 season.

Right click on the bar chart or line graph to see the estimates in a table format.

Click Dimension Value to highlight the end of season influenza estimates.

Slide the Coverage bar to expand data.
The Place of Vaccination tab shows the estimated distribution of vaccination administration by place of vaccination. Select one Geography, one season, and one or more Age and Race/Ethnicity Dimensions to view estimates.

Right click on the bar chart to see estimates in table format.

Hover to see specific Place of influenza vaccination estimates.
The Trend tab shows influenza vaccination coverage trends across multiple seasons. Select one Vaccine, one Geography, and Multiple Seasons. Also select one Age or Race/Ethnicity Dimensions to view coverage estimates.

Right click on the line graph or the bar chart to see estimates in a table format.

Hover to see coverage estimates.

Slide the Coverage bar to expand data.
The Multi-Dimension Trend tab shows end of season vaccination coverage estimates for seasonal influenza over time for multiple dimensions, such as Age and Race/Ethnicity. Select one Vaccine, one Geography, one or more Seasons and one or more Age and Race/Ethnicity Dimensions to view coverage estimates.
The Map tab shows influenza vaccination coverage estimates across multiple geographies. Select one Vaccine, Multiple Geographies, one Season, and one Age or Race/Ethnicity Dimensions to view coverage estimates.

When selecting a Region, the map will only highlight the states, cities, and/or territories that are in that region. Oversampled regions vary by year and are not associated with an HHS Region.

Hover over a state on the map to see additional information.

Click City & Territory Abbreviations for additional information.

Click legend group to highlight specific states/cities.
The Data Table tab shows influenza vaccination data across Multiple Dimensions in a table format. Upon arriving on this tab, the table will be blank. Make selections using the dropdown filters on the left. Select one or more Vaccines, Geographies, Seasons and Age/Race/Ethnicity Dimensions to view data.

The Data Notes tab provides information about the data, survey years and methodology, and contact information.